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Chemistry Elements Clever Catch® Ball

� Clever Catch® balls provide an excellent way for
students to reinforce and share their knowledge of
the subject

� 24inch (610mm) inflatable vinyl ball

� Students toss the ball to each other and answer the
question found on the ball under their left thumb

� Includes question and answer sheet

Catalogue No £ each
CHM-300-010R 9.56

Catalogue No £ each
CHM-200-030T 26.20

� Flipcharts present the ideal stimulus
for group discussion and verbal
feedback

� Set of 10 charts including acids and
bases, air, carbon dioxide, hydrogen,
matter, measurement, nitrogen,
oxygen, water and the periodic table

� Spiral bound on a rigid free-standing
A-frame

� Dimensions (w x h), mm: 297 x 420

Catalogue No £ each
CHM-200-020W 10.50

Chemistry poster set

� Clear and striking images combined with concise
explanatory text enable students to identify key
concepts

� Four individual posters covering air, carbon dioxide,
nitrogen and oxygen

� Laminated

� Dimensions (w x h), mm: 520 x 760

Catalogue No £ each
CHM-200-010C 10.50

ATOM@TAK card game

� Unique card game for up to 4 players

� Each card represents an element

� Concepts of potentially explosive
combinations, toxicity and
radioactivity are introduced as a
means of attacking your opponent and
destroying their compounds

Catalogue No £ each
CHM-900-010P 8.45

Atom activity model

� An easy to understand model of
atomic structure

� Graphical model of all of the key
components of the atom, including the
nucleus; the particles that constitute
the atom including the protons,
neutrons and electrons; and the
electron layers

� Facilitates clear comprehension of the
atom’s structure and important
concepts such as atomic number, ionic
and covalent bonding,
electroneutrality, the filling of electron
layers and the definition and
calculation of ionic load

� Durable plastic is transparent for
convenient use with an overhead
projector

� Includes comprehensive teacher’s
guide

� (Dia. x d), mm: 150 x 25

Catalogue No £ each
CHM-170-010H 56.70

� Lays the foundation for one of the cornerstones of
chemistry - the Mole!

� Provides clear and interesting presentation of Avogadro’s
law, the uniqueness of the mole, molarity, molality,
molecular formulas, and everyday uses of the mole in
science and industry

� Includes an illustrated teachers’ guide

� Laminated

� Dimesions (w x h), mm: 575 x 875

The Mole poster

Chemistry poster flipchart


